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Well, with great names follow great gossips!

True? Convinced? Weird? Practical?

While you make your pick, we bring to you some of the latest happenings from the great Groupon
fraternity.

Groupon has had a fantastic success history all these years, however itâ€™s not in a state of great
comfort these days.... letâ€™s sniff out whatâ€™s cooking...eh?

Follow us.....through the article to know more.

The big boss of living social deals, Groupon has a lot to share and we are all ears.

*  Once that rose like a shining star on the cyber galaxy, grand daily deal software, Groupon falls flat
on Earth. Groupon IPO claimed to raise $25 billion, but slashed to less than half at about $11.4.
Those who christened it to be dot comâ€™s darling and salivated at its potential must be making hoopla.
Wink Wink!

*  Pioneer group buying system, Groupon has recently confronted some angry customers, crashing
business, fickle stock market and loads of complaints that need to be dealt with. Phew! According to
most of us itâ€™s a honcho, but if you buy expert tales, Groupon is still in its infancy and need to prove
its worth, amid all this sudden chaos,, either we tell them to laugh off and think whatâ€™s best for the
rise again, or ponder seriously over issues and fix them at the earliest! Anyone listening out 	there?

*  There have been scores of imitators out on the block and many copycat Groupon clone scripts
are riding waves at much faster pace. All the hype and hullabaloo seems to be going hazy for
Groupon. Alarm bell rings... wake up and get going guys....

*  Now are you ready for this one? Google, the grandest of all grapples Groupon like a whale
gulping down a baby shark! Ouch, was that too sarcastic? Anyhow. So hereâ€™s the deal...Google has
offered a pretty 6 billion dollars amount to buy out Groupon,, and reports say it hasnâ€™t been taken in
good stride yet by Groupon officials. Well, we can just wait and watch. May the best team win! By
the way, what would Groupon and Google alliance be likely called? Goopon? Are you kidding me?

*  Itâ€™s going to be a famous given now that Groupon has a heady constellation of competitors. Guess
whoâ€™s the new champ in the game to give the daddy of living social deals a blow on the head?
PAYPAL! Need we say more?

*  Wasnâ€™t all the above enough for the poor kid to be threatened? Well, we are just doing our
job...better! So hereâ€™s the latest, Groupon will be soon investigated by office of fair trading because it
was found to have broken UK advertising regulations almost 50 times in less than a year. I mean
who does that? Well, embarrassing indeed! Good luck champ!

We hope you loved the paparazzi as we did.
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FATbit is one of Best a reputation management Company India. For more such news, updates and
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our experts. We are FATbit, one of the a Best SEO Company  India and poised to offer
comprehensive internet services across the globe. FATbit is a best web design company offering a
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